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EXPONENTS AND ALMOST PERIODIC
 
ORBITS
 

ALEX CLARK 

ABSTRACT. We introduce the group of exponents of a 
map of the reals into a metric space and give conditions 
under which this group embeds in the first Cech coho
mology group of the closure of the image of the map. We 
show that this group generalizes the subgroup of the re
als generated by the Fourier-Bohr exponents of an almost 
periodic orbit and that any minimal almost periodic flow 
in a complete metric space is determined up to (topolog
ical) equivalence by this group. We also develop a way 
of associating groups with any self-homeomorphism of a 
metric space that generalizes the rotation number of an 
orientation-preserving horneomorphism of the circle with 
irrational rotation number. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall introduce the group of exponents of 
a map of ~ into a space X. While this group is defined for 
any such map, it is most natural to consider in the case that 
X is metric, and we will assume in the following that all topo
logical spaces under consideration are endowed with a metric. 
We reveal the topological significance of this group by showing 
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that under suitable conditions it embeds (sometimes properly) 
in the first Cech cohomology group of the closure of the im
age of the map. This group arises naturally from a study of 
almost periodic orbits, and the results of [LF] together with a 
thorollgh examination of the properties of this group allow us 
to give an intrinsic classification of all the minimal almost pe
riodic flows occurring in complete metric spaces, see Theorem 
4. This represents progress in the program of the classification 
of the limit sets of integral flows initiated by G.D. Birkhoff in 
1912, see, e.g., [AM], Chapter 6. More generally, we show that 
the exponent group for the orbit of a compact minimal set de
termines the maximal (in a sense made precise) semiconj ugate 
almost periodic flow, and so this group gives an idea of the 
flow shape of the minimal set. 

We also calculate this exponent group for the orbits Qf the 
suspensions of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms 51 -+ 

51 with irrational rotation number. This demonstrates that if 
we associate the exponent group of the orbits of the suspension 
of any homeolllorphism X -+ X then we obtain groups that in 
some sense generalize the rotation number. 

2. THE EXPONENT GROUP AND ITS ORIGIN 

We begi,n by introducing the background material on almost 
periodic functions which naturally leads to the general expo
nent group. Throughout maps are assumed to be continuous. 
By a flow on X we mean a continuous group action of (IR, +) 
nn X, and 1r : ~ -+ (IR/Z) == 51 denotes the standard quotient 
map. We shall use the following terminology. 

Definition 2.1. 5 C ~ is relatively dense if there is a A > 0 
such that for any r E IR) (r, r + A) n 5 =1= 0. 
Definition 2.2. T E IR is an e - almost period of f: IR -+ X 
if 

sup{d(f(t),f(t+r))} :Se. 
tEJR 

There is then the following definition due to H. Bohr. 
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Definition 2.3. A map I : IR ~ X is almost periodic if for 
every c > 0 the set 

Se == {T E IR IT is an c - almost period of I} 

is relatively dense. 

Similarly, the orbit <Px of the flow <p : IR xX --+ X is termed 
almost periodic when it is an almost periodic function lR ~ x. 
Definition 2.4. For a map f : IR ~ X, we define a sequence 
of reals to be an I-sequence if the sequence {I (ti)}iEN con
verges in X and {ti} is defined to be an I (0) -sequence if 
Iimi {I (ti)} == I (0). 

We now quote known results translated into our terminology. 
One has a choice between defining exponents mod21r or modI, 
and we always choose the modI formulation (i.e., we use the 
map 1r as above instead of the map t r---+ exp (it)). 

Theorem 1. Given an almost periodic function j~ : IR --t X 
which is the orbit ,of a flow in a complete metric space J there 
exists a countable subgroup 9)11 of (IR, +) such that: 

[{til C lR is an I-sequence] ¢:> [{1r(Ati)}i converges in S1 

for all ,\ E 9)11], 

and ilX is a Banach spaceJ 9)11 may be taken" to be the subgroup 
of lR generated by the Fourier-Bohr exponertts of fJ (see J e.g' J 

[LZ] Chapter 3J Theorems 3-4). 

To apply the quoted theorem we associate points in I (IR) 
with their orbits in the flow.
 

Theorem 2. For two almost periodic functions j : IR --+ X
 
andy: IR --+ }T J we have: [9)11 ==9)1g] {:? [{j(O) - sequences} ==
 
{g (0) -sequences}]; and 9)11 is uniquely determined by j, (see J
 

e.g' J [LZJ J Chapter 2J Section 2.3). '
 

Definition 2.5. For an almost periodic function f : lR ~ 

X J 9)11 denotes the countable subgroup of lR uniquely deter
mined by I as above. 
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We now introduce our generalization of this group. 

Definition 2.6. For a map f : IR ----t X, we define the group 
of exponents, denoted Ej , to be 

{a E IR I{7r (ati)} converges in 51 for all I -sequences {ti}}' 

Lemma 2.7. Ej is a subgroup of (lR, +). 

Proof: We know 0 E Ej =I- 0. Suppose that a, (3 E Ej and 
that {ti} is an f-sequence. Then {7r (( a - (3) ti)} == {7r (ai-i) 
7r ((3ti)}' This sequence converges in 51 since - is continuous 
on 51 X 51. 0 

Lemma 2.8. If I is an almost periodic map into a 'complete 
metric space, then 9J1j == Ej . 

Proof: Let I be such a function. Given a E 9J1j , {7r (ai-i)} 
converges in 51 for all f-sequences {til, and so 9J1j eEl' 
Suppose then that a E E1 - 9J1j. Let 9J1j be the subgroup of 
(lR, +) generated by 9J1j U{a}. Then given any f-sequence {til, 
{7r (Ati)} converges in 51 for all A E 9J11. And if for a given 
sequence {ti} of real numbers we have that for each A E 9J11 
the sequence {7r (Ati)} converges in 51, then for each A E 9J11 
the sequence {7r (Ati)} converges in 51 since 9J1j C 9J11, and 
so {t i } is an I -sequence. Therefore 9J11meets the conditions 
that uniqnely determine 9J11 , and so 9J1j == 9J11 , contradicting 
the choice of a. Thus, no such a can· exist and E1 == 9J11 . 0 

Now we shall explore some properties of this more general 
exponent group. Here [M; 51] denotes the group of homotopy 
classes of maps M ----t 51, where for convenience we use the 
group structure induced by point-wise addition of maps. 

Definition 2.9. We define a map I : IR ----t X to be stable if 
there is an unbounded f-sequence {til. 

Theorem 3. If f : lR ----t X is a stable map and M == f (JR.), 
the map t : E1 ----t [M; 51] given by 

a ~ [Ia] , where Ia : M ----t 51; fa ({lim! (ti)}) == lim{7r (ati)} 
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and [fa] denotes the homotopy class of fa) is an e'mbedding. 

Proof: 

1. [is well-defined: 

Let a E £1 be given. If lim{f (ti)} == lim{f (t~)} == x E M 
are two representations of a point of M, then lim{7r ( at i )} == ~ 

and lim{1r ( at~)} == ~' both exist by the definition of [1' Then 
with S2i == f i and S2i-1 == t~, lim{f (Si)} == x => lim{ 7r (asi)} 
exists, which is only possible if ~ == ~/. Thus fa is a well-defined 
function M -t 51. To see that fa is continuous, consider a 
convergent sequence {li~{f(t{)}}j == {xj}j -t x. Then for 

1, 

each j E N we may choose i j so that: 

demonstrating that fa is continuous. 

2. [is a homomorphism:
 

Let a, (J E [1. Then for x == lim{f (ti)} E M
 

fa+f3( x) == lim{ 7r ( (a + (J) ti)} =7 lim{ 7r (ati)} + lim{ 7r ((Jti)} 

== fcx(x) + ff3(x). 

3. ker [ == {O}: 

Suppose 0 =I a E £1 and [fa] == [constant map]. Since 7r : 

~ -t5
1 is a fibration and since \ve can lift the constant map, 

we can lift fa with a map 9 : (M,f(O)) -t (~,O) making the 
following diagram commute: 
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This leads to the following commutative diagram: 

f---+ M 

id 
-----t 

where gf~ : (IR, O)---+(IR, 0); t ~ go f (;) . From this it follows 
that 9f ~ is a lift of idsl. Such a lift (lR, O)---+(lR, 0) is uniquely 
determined [S], 2.2 Lemma 4 (specifying that 0 ~ 0 makes the 
lift unique), and idIR also provides such a lift. Thus 9f ~ == 
idJR • Composing both sides of this equality on the right with 
multiplication by a, we obtain: 9f == multiplication by a. 
Since f is stable, there is an unbounded sequence of numbers 
{til such that lim{f (ti)} == x. And so 

9 (x) == 9 (lim{f (ti)}) == lim{g 0 f(ti)} == lim{ ati}, 

which is not well-defined since {ti} and hence {ati} is an un
bounded sequence that does not converge. This contradicts 
the continuity of g. 0 

Notice that when M is compact f is automatically stable 
and £f is countable since [M; 51] is then countable. While we 
shall be principally interested in maps which are orbits of a 
flow, we give a more general example first. 

Example 2.10. For t E IR, ltJ ~f(the greatest integer less than 

t) and JtL ~f t - LtJ. Then we define the map 9 : IR ---t 1R2 
; 

(J t l' 2Lt}+1 + (1- jtl) . 2~tJ ,jtl) if ltj is odd 
(j t l' 2Lt}+1 + (1- jtl)· 2~tJ' 1-jtl) if ltJ is even 
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and X ~f 9 (1R) U {(O, D}, which is homeomorphic to 

{(x,sin(l/x)) I x E (O,oo)} U {(O,O)} C IR 2 
. 

Then f : Ii ---t X ; t f---t 9 (t) is stable since {f (n + !)}nEN ---t 

(O,~) . And if {f (ti)} --4 X E X, we have two cases: 

1. x == f (t) for some t E IR. 

In this case we have the neighborhood U ~f {(w, Y) E X I 

2Lt}+l ::; W ::; 2Lt}-l } of f (t) and f maps [ltJ - 1, ltJ + 1] home
omorphically onto U. Thus, we must have {ti} --4 t and so 
{1r (1 · ti)} --4 {1r (1 · t)} in 51. 

2.x==(0,~). 

In this case, with bi ~f Jti l , we have that {bi} ---t t, and so 
{ 1r (1 . ti)} == {1r ( bi)} --4 1r (~) in 51. 

Thus, we must have 1 and hence Z C &f. Let a == E 
q 

E Q-Z. 
We then construct the f-sequence {til, 

qi + ~ if i is odd 
ti ~f { 

qi + ~ if i is even 

Then 

1r (fq) if i is odd 
1r (a . ti) == 

1r(L+E) if i is even 
2q q 

and 1r (.1:-) -'- 1r (.L + E) in 51 since E E Q - Z and so2q I 2q q q , 

{ 7r (a . ti)} does not converge in 51 and a ~ &f . Suppose then 
that a E lR - Q. By Kronecker's Theorem (see, e.g., [LZ], 
Chapter 3.1) there are then two sequences of integers {ki } and 
{£i} satisfying 

1. {1r (a . ki )} --4 1r (0) in 51 and {1r (a . f i )} --4 7r (~) in 51 
2. ki'£i>iforalliEN. 
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Then with 

t. ~f { ki +F if i is odd 
~ Ri + 2" if i is even ' 

we have that {f (ti)} ~ (O,~) while {7r (a· ti)} does not con
verge in SI. Thus, Z == [f and [X; SI] contains a copy of 
Z. 

It is perhaps of interest to calculate iII (X) ~ [X; SI]: we 
can find a cofinal sequence of nerves consisting of a line at
tached to the common point of a bouquet of countably infin
itely many circles in the weak topology, with each circle col
lapsing to the line ifl all refinements after a certain point in 
the sequence. And so iII (X) is the direct limit of a sequence 
of groups isomorphic with Hom (EB~1 Z, Z) ~ I1~1 Z with the 
bonding maps sending a finite number of Z factors to 0 in 
the group farther along in the sequence, and so iII (X) is iso
morphic to the group of sequences of integers with sequences 
identified which are eventually the same. 

2.1 9nf Determines the Equivalence Class of ¢J. In the 
sequel we shall assume all spaces are complete in their endowed 
metric unless otherwise stated. The following basic result does 
not seem to be proven anywhere in the literature, but it seems 
to be implicitly assumed in [LZ]. Cartwright [C] does observe 
that, "A flow is uniquely determined by its coefficients and its 
exponents." Notice that the coefficients need not be brought 
into the picture when determining the (topological) equivalence 
class of the corresponding almost periodic flow. We shall use 
the following terminology and notation. 

Definition 2.11. The flow 'ljJ on Y is semiconjugate to the 
flow ¢J on X if there exists a surjective map h : X ~ Y such 
that the following diagram commutes 

IRxX 
(a,h) 1 

IRxY 
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where a is multiplication by a E lR - {O}, and we write a X h : 

4Y ~ "p. And if h is a homeomorphism and if a > 0, we write 
equiv equiv 

a X h : cP ~ 'ljJ (or cP ~ 'ljJ) and we say that ¢ and 1/J are 
equivalent. 

Theorem 4. If f == cPx : lR -+ X is an almost periodic orbit 
of a flow cP : lRxX -+ X on (X,d) and 9 == VJy : lR -+ Y is 
an almost periodic orbit of a flow 'l/J : IR X Y -+ Y on (Y, d') 

. equiv 
and 9)1j == 9)1g, then zdR X h : ¢ IRXj(R) ~ 1/J IRXg(R)' where h 

is a topological isomorphism of f(IR) and g(IR) with the group 
structures inherited from the orbits f and g. 

Proof: The group operations on ( f(IR), +)and (g(IR), +) dis
covered by Nemytski [NS], V, Thm 8.16, are give'n by lim{f(ti)}+ 
lim{f(t~)} == lim{f(ti + t~)} and lim{g(ti)} + lim{g(t~)} == 
lim{g(ti + t~)} respectively. The continuity of ¢ then yields 
that ¢ (t, lim{f(ti)}) == ¢ (lim{(t, f (ti))}) == lim{ ¢ (t, f (t i ))} == 
lim{f(t + ti )}. Define h : f(IR) -+ g(IR) by lim{f(ti)} r-t 

lim{g(ti)}' Since 9)1j == 9)1g, [lim{j(ti)} exists {:} lim{g(ti )} 

exists]. Therefore, h will be well-defined if we can show that 
when a == lim{f(ti)} and a == lim{j(t~)}, then lim{g(ti)} == 
lim{g( t~)}.. If a == lim{f(ti)} and a == lim{f(t~)}, f(O) == 
a - a == lim{f(ti - t~)}, which implies that {ti - t~} is an f (0)
sequence and hence a 9 (O)-sequence, see Theorem 2. From this 
it follows that 

lim{g(ti)} -lim{g(t~)} == lim{g(ti - t~)} == g(O) 

and hence that lim{g(ti)} == lim{g(t~)}. Thus, h is well
defined and a similar argument shows that k : g(lR) -+ f(R); 
lim{g(ti)} ~ lim{f(ti)} is well-defined, and h 0 k == idg(IR) and 
k 0 h == idf(R}' demonstrating that h is a bijection. 

If 

a = lim {aj} = lif { lim {f (tn } } 
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in f(IR), then 

for i j satisfying d (J (t~) , aj) < ]- and d' (g (t~) , h (aj)) < yfor 
all n 2:: i j • Such i j exist since 

aj = li~ {f (tn} and h (aj) = li~ {g (tf)} . 
~ ~ 

Then 

t 

lir {g (tt) } lir {lim {g (tn} }h (a) = = = lifl {h (aj)} , 

and so h is continuous and therefore a homeomorphism. And 
SInce 

h (lim{f(ti)} + lim{f(t~)}) h (lim{f( ti + t~)}) == 
lim{g(ti + t~)} lim{g(ti)} + lim{g(t~)} 

h (lim{j(ti)} )+h (lim{j(t~)}), 

we see that h is a homomorphism and thus a topological iso
morphism. Also: 

h (<p (t, lim{j(ti)})) == h (lim{j (t + ti)}) == lim{g (t + ti)} == 
~ (t, lim{g(ti)}) == 7/J (t, h (lim{j(ti)})) , 

from which it follows that idJR x h provides the desired equiv
alence. 0 

Notice that the examples X == one trajectory of an irrational 
flow on the torus and Y == two trajectories of the same irra
tional flow on the torus show that the theorem does not hold 
as stated without the completeness requirement. 

3. PROPERTIES OF £1 IN FLOWS 

Theorem 5. If j and 9 are the orbits of x and y respectively 
oj the flow <p on X and if y E f (IR), then £1 C £g. If both x 
and yare contained in a minimal set M, then £1 == £g. 
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Proof: Let {f (ti)} ~ Y and suppose {Si} is a g-sequence 
with {g (Si)} ---t ~. Then 

e liF{<'/J(si'Y)} = liF{ <'/J (Si,li;n{<'/J(tj,x)}) } 

li~ {4> (Si, 4> (t ii , X ) )} == li~ {4> (Si + tii ,- X ) } 
t ~ 

li~ {f (Si + tii )} 
~ 

for an appropriately chosen subsequence {tji} of {ti}.Then we 
have that both {tji} and {Si + tii } are f-sequences. Let ,\ E £1· 
Then we have that both {1r(,\tii )}i and {1r('\(Si+tji))}i == 
{1r ('\Si) + 1r (,\tii)}i converge. But then the sequence {1r ('\Si)}i == 
{71"" ('\Si) + 71"" (,\tii ) - 1r (,\tji)} i converges since - is continuous 
on 51 X 51. Thus, £1 C £g. If both x and yare contained in a 

minimal set M, then x E 9 (IR) == M and y E f (IR) == M and 
so we have bothEg C E1 and E1 C Eg • 0 

We now provide an example to show that the containment 
can be proper. 

Example 3.1. Let X == 51 X IR be parameterized by ((), r) and 
for non-zero real numbers a and (3 let 4> (a, (3) be the flow on 
X generated by the vector field 

dO dr 
~ dt = ar + ,B (1 - r) and dt = r (1 - r) . 

Then the orbit 9 of the point (1r (0) ,1) is given by t 1---+ 

(71"" (at), 1) and the orbit g' of the point (71"" (0),0) is given by 
t r--+ (1r ((3t) ,0). And so Eg == (a)z and EgI == ((3)z. The orbit 
f of the point (1r (0) , ~) is given by 

t 

t r--+ (1r (a In (e t + 1) - 13 In (e- t + 1) + (/1 - a) In 2), _e_).. 
et + 1 

And so {(1r(0),1),(1r(0),0)} C f(IR). If we choose a and 
(3 to be rationally independent then we have by the above 
E1 C Eg n EgI == {O}, and so £1 == {O} and we have proper 
containment in this case. We mention in passing that we can 
define exponent groups £7 for semi-orbits f : [0,(0) ---t X 
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in almost exactly the same way as we have defined exponents 
for orbits, and when we do so, for the semi-orbit of the f in 
this example we obtain: £7 == (a)z, the subgroup of (IR, +) 
generated by a . 

se 
Lemma 3.2. Ifax h : cP ~	 'lfJ, then for any x E X 'lve have: 

£rf>x ~ {a'\ I ,\ E £,ph(X) } . 

And so £1>x :J £~h(X) if a == 1. 

Proof: By hypothesis we have hocPx == ~h(x)Oa. Suppose {til 
is a 4>x-sequence. Th~n li~ {¢ h(x) (ati)} = li~ {h 0 4>x (ti)} and 

~	 ~ 

so {ati} is a 'lfJh(x)-sequence. Then for any A E E'l/Jh(X) ,we have 
that {1r (aAti)} i converges. 0 

equiv
Corollary 6. If (a x h) : cP ~ ~,then for any x E X 1ve 

have £rf>x = {a,\ I ,\ E £,ph(X) }. A nd so £rf>x = £,ph(X) if a = 1. 

4.	 CONSTRUCTING A FLOW DUAL TO A GIVEN EXPONENT 

GROUP 

For the sake of uniformity, we shall make use of the termi
nology and notation found in [F]. Here TK denotes the K-fold 
product of 8 1 with points (Xl, X2, : .. ), and ~~ is the linear flow 
on LM 

(t, x) r-t 1rM (wt) + x, 

as defined in [LF]. 

Definition 4.1. Given a countable subgroup of the reals H == 
{hI == 0, h2 , ••• } with a maximal independent set B == {bi}~l' 
we de~ne the B -sequence of H to be the direct sequence 
{Hi ,f31} wit~ 

HI == (B)z, H 2 == (B U {h 2 } )z, ... , Hn ==' (Hn
-

1 U {hn } )Z, ... 

and with 131 : Hi ~ Hi inclusion (here (S)z denotes the 
subgroup of H generated by the set S). 
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By standard results, H is isomorphic to the direct limit of 
any B -sequence of H. Also, K == ro (H) (the torsion-free rank 
of H), and so the cardinality of B (namely, K,) is uniquely 
determined by H [F], III, 16.3. 

Lemma 4.2. If {Hi, /31} is the B -sequence of the countable 
subgroup of the reals H == {hI == 0, h2, ... }, and if B == {bi }i=l 
has cardinality K, then for each i E N the group Hi is iso
morphic to 617=1 (b~);z ~ 617=1 Z for some b~ E Hi and each 

bonding map /3f+l can be represented by: (1) an n X n invert
ible matrix (Mi)T with integer entries if K, == n < 00 or (2) a 
map (Mi)T x id, where Mi is an invertible ni x ni matrix with 
integer entries if K, == 00. 

Proof: We shall only treat the case K, == 00, the finite case be
ing handled similarly. Proceeding by induction, as {b~-l }j~1 

is a maximal independent set of H, we have that hi == rl b;-1 + 
... + rkbt-1 for some kEN ~and rationals rl, ... , rk. With 

M' ~f {b~-l }j=1 and A ~f (M' U {hi} }z, we have that M' is 
an independent subset of A and any element of (hi)z depends 
on M'. Thus, M' is a maximal independent subset of A. The 
finitely generated group A is the direct sum of a finite number 
(k') of cyclic groups, and the invariance of ro (A) == IM'I im

plies that k' = IM'I = k: A ~ 61~=1 (b~}z ~ 61~=1 Z, for some 

bi 1bi bi t' d· A Th f . k I def bi - W1 , ... , k con alne In. en or) > ,et j == j' e 
need to show that {b~}~1 is an independent subset of Hi. If 
we have a relation 

where n s E Z, then for each j S k we have b~ = db~-l + .. ·+ 
ribt- 1 for rational numbers r~ since hi may be expressed this 
way and b~ E (M' U {hi} )z. Our original relation then leads to 

a relation of the form P1b;-1 + · · · + Pkbt-1 + nk+lbt+\ + . · · + 
nfb~-1 == 0, where each ps is rational. Multiplying through by 
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A~f (km of the denominators of the Ps), we obtain: 
Ibi - 1+ + bi - 1+ \ bi - \ bi- 1 0VII· . · Vk k Ank+1 k+l +... + Ani i == ,
 

where Vs E Z. The independence of {b~-I }j=1 then yields that
 

Ank+l == . · . == Ani == 0 => nk+l == ... == nf == 0.
 

Our original relation (*) is then of the form nl bi +.. .+nkbi == 0,
 
and since {b; }j=1 is independent we must have nl == .. · == nk == 
O. By definition we then have that {b~}~1 is an independent 
subset of Hi and Hi ~ EB~1 (b~)z ~ EB~1 Z. And if we define 
the k X k matrix Mi- 1 == (ars ) with integer entries by the 
condition that for each r == 1, ... , k we have 

bi bi bi bi 1 
a r l 1 + a r 2 2 + . . . + ark k == r- , 

then the entries of Mi - I are uniquely determined since {b~} ~1 

is independent. The map 131-1 may then be said to be repre
sented by (Mi _ 1 )T X id. That Mi - 1 is invertible follows from 
the fact that there are rationals qrs satisfying 

bi - 1 
I 

=,( ~~ ) 
by the maximality of M' in A. . 0 

Thus, given a B-sequence {Hi, j3f} of a countable subgroup 
of the reals H, where for each i E N Hi ~ EBj=1 IE and the 

bonding map 13tH is represented by (Mif or (Afi f x id, there 

is the Pontryagin dual inverse sequence {Gi , 131} , where for 

each i E N, Gi ~ T'" and j3f+i is represented by Mi or Mi x id, 

,see, e.g., [K]. Each of the bonding maps j3f+i will be epimorphic 
since the corresponding matrix M i is invertible. Hence, the 
following is well-defined. 

Definition 4.3. We define the B -dual of the B-sequence of 
the countable subgroup of the reals H == {hI == 0, h2 , ... } with 
the bases {b~} for the Hi of cardinality K to be the K-solenoid 
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L:M which is the inverse limit of the dual inverse sequence 
{Gi, a{}, where Gi = TI'> for all i E N and the maps a~+l are 

represented by the transposes of the maps 1':+1 as given with 

respect to the bases {b~} ;=1 and {b~+l};=1 · 
Theorem 7. If f is an orbit of an almost periodic flow ¢ on 
(X, d) with group of exponents m1f == {hI == 0, h2 , ••• } and if 
B == {bl , b2 , •.. } is a maximal independent subset of m1f and if 
L:M is the B-dual of the B-sequence ofm1f with the bases {b~} 

. eq~iv ~ 
for the H't as above) then <p ~ <PM) where f3 == (bl , b2 , ••• ). 

Proof: Since B is independent, I' is irrational and each trajec
tory of <P~ is dense in L:M' As L:M is compact and distances 

are preserved by time t maps of <P~, the orbits of <P~ are al
most periodic, see, e.g., [NS], V, 8.12, and so we need only 
show that the group of exponents m1g for the orbit 9 of eM in 
the flow <P~ is the same as 9Jtj , see Theorem 2. In light of 
Theorems 2 and 2, we need to then show that 

[{ 7rM (tif3)} ~ eM] {:} [{7r (/lti)} ~ 7r (0) in SI for all /l E m1f ] 

Let {H i ,13l} be the B-sequence for m1f and choose bases 

{b~ }J=l for the groups Hi with b} ~f bj for all j. This at the 
same time determines the representation of the 131+1 by matri

ces (Mif. Since the bonding map ;if1 of L:M is represented 
by Mi (or Mi x id), we have: 

00 

1rM (tj3) = ((1r (tbD ,1r (tbD , ... ), (1r (tbD ,1r (tbD , ... ), ... )E II TI'> 
i=1 

Thus, Ui{b~}j=1 generates m1g as a subgroup of (IR, +). And 
since Ui {b~ }j=1 generates m1f as a subgroup of (IR, +), we have 
what we need. D 

Notice t11at this implies that 

m1j = m1g ~ f ~ ill (L ) = ill(g (1R)) ~ ill(f (1R)).
M M 
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The following corollary of these results gives a specific form 
for the inverse limit representation of a compact connected 
abelian topological group. That some inverse limit representa
tion is possible is guaranteed by a theorem of Pontryagin, [P], 
Theorem 68. 

Corollary 8. Any metric compact connected abelian topologi
cal group is a K-solenoid for some K :S 00. 

Proof: This follows from the above and the converse in Ne
mytskii's Theorem [NS], V, 8.16. D 

We are now in a position to give our intrinsic classification 
of minimal almost periodic flows. The notion of equivalence 
is generally too strict for classification, and two flows cP and 'ljJ 
on X and Y respectively are said to be topologically equivalent 

top
(denoted cP ~ 'ljJ) when there is a homeomorphism h : X ---T Y 
which maps orbits of cP onto orbits of 'ljJ in such a way that 
the orientation of orbits is preserved. This is the notion of 
equivalence discussed in [AM], Chapter 6 for the program of 
Birkhoff. In general, equivalence and topological equivalence 
are different, but in [LF] we showed that two minimal almost 
periodic flows are topologically equivalent if and only if they are 
equivalent, and any two equivalent flows have, up to a non-zero 
multiplicative factor, the same exponent group, see Corollary 
3. And now that we know that any minimal almost periodic 
flow is equivalent with a linear flow on some K-solenoid, we 
are led to the following conclusion. 

Theorem 9. If cP and 'ljJ are minimal almost periodic flows 
with exponent groups 9J1 and 91 respectively, then 

[<p t;J 'l/J] {::} [9J1 = a91 for some scalar a] . 

Theorem 10. If f == cPx is· the orbit of a flow cP : IRxX ---T X 
and if f (IR) is compact~ then there is a map h j : f (IR) o~o I:M 

sc 

with id x hi : cP IRXj(R)t <I>~, where I:M is the B-dual of £j 
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and where B == {Wi} is a maximal independent subset of [,f 
and where W == (Wl,W2' ... ). 

Proof: We have the B-sequence of [f {Hi, f3!} with the 
chosen basis for Hi {b~}, where b} == Wj for all j. We 

then define h] : f (IR) ~ rr~l T~ as follows, where the maps 

fb : f (IR) ---t 51 for b E £] are as in the proof of Theorem 2: 

00 

(UWl (X),fWl (x),,,,),Ubi (x),fbi (x), ... ), ... ) E IIT'\ 
£=1 

where K is the cardinality of B. The limits li~ {7r (bkti) } 
t 

fbi (x)	 exist for all k, f as shown in Theorem 2. Also, for each 
k 

i E N we have that 

by the definition of LM' And so hf (f (~)) C LM since LM 
is a closed subset of rr~I T~. Thus, our map h] is well-defined 
and it is continuous since each fbi is continuous. We now show 

k 

that it is surjective. Since q>~ is an irrational flow, the ,orbit 
of eM is dense, and so given any point (j E LM there is a 
sequence {Xi} -+ 0", where 

Xi	 ((1r (WI ti) , 7r (W2 ti) , ... ), (7r (biti) , 7r (b~ti) , ... ), ...) 

q>~ (ti' eM) 

and ti E IR. Since f (IR) is compact, there is a subsequence 
{tik} of {ti} which is an f -sequence. Then h] (lim {f (t ik )}) == 
(j as needed. The commutativity of the diagram as in Defini
tion 2.11 follows from the following: for y == lim {f (ti) }, we 
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have 

hfo¢J(t,y) hi (liF {f (t + ti)} ) 

((lir {11" (WIt) + 11" (W2ti)} , ... ), ) 

((7r (WI t) , ... ) , ... ) + ((fWI (y) , ) , ... ) 
7rM (tw) + hi (y) == <P~ (t, hi (y)). 

o 
We know that if there is an h with idR. x h : f (~) t ~~ for 

some irrational linear flow ~~ then £1 contains the exponent 

group of ~~, see Lemma 3.2. And so the above provides a 
semiconjugacy onto a linear flow which is maximal wit4 respect 
to its exponent group. 

5.	 THE EXPONENT GR,OUP GENERALIZES THE 

IRRATIONAL ROTATION NUMBER 

Definition 5.1. Let h : X -+ X be a homeomorphism. Define 
the equivalence relation ~h on IRxX by 

[(s,x) ~h (t,y)] {:} [there is an n E Z 

with t == s + nand y == h-n(x)] 

and let Sh == (~xX)/ ~h. The ~h class of (s,x) will be 
denoted [s', x]h' 
There is then the flow 

ah : ~XSh -+ Sh ,. (t, [s, x]h) ~ [t + s, x]h . 

We refer to both Sh and ah as the suspension of h. 

The above formulation of suspension may be found, for eX-J 
ample, in [A], but the notion originated with Smale [Sm]. We 
now pro<;:eed to describe the group of exponents of the suspen
sion of an orientation preserving homeomorphism of 51 with 
an irrational rotation number, but to do so we will need to 
relate suspensions with flows on the torus. 
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Definition 5.2. For () E IR J R 8 : 51 -t 51 is the translation 
given by 

x ~ x + 7r (()) . 

We can then equate the suspension of Ro with ~(O,1) as fol
lows. 

Lemma 5.3. 

[s, x] R r-------t (x + 7r (s ()) , 7r (s )) e 

is a well-defined homeomorphism and 

equiv (8 1)
id X ttRe : aRe ~ <I> ' • 

See, e.g., [KH], Proposition 2.2.2 for a proof. 
Given a map I : 51 -t 51 we may lift the map I 07r : IR -t51 

with a map F : IR -t IR satisfying I 0 7r = 7r 0 F, which is 
uniquely determined if we require F (0) to be in [0,1). We 
assume hereafter that such a choice of F is made and we refer 
to Fas the lift of f. And when I is an orientation preserving 
homeomorphism, F(x + 1) = F(x) + 1, see [KH], Proposition 
11.1.1 and so F(x + k) = F(x) + k for k E Z. And since 
Ff is a lift of If for £ E Z and If is an orientation preserv
ing, homeomorphism when I is, we have that for (k, £) E Z2 
F f (x + k) = F f (x) + k. Also, I is said to be monoto'ne (or 
strictly monotone, etc.) when its lift F is monotone (or strictly 
monotone, etc.) [KH]. Thus, an orientation preserving home
omorphism of 51 is strictly monotone increasing. 

In [KH] 11.1.2 the rotation number is defined as an element 
of 51. For our purposes it is more convenient to define it as a 
real number. Since we have a unique lift associated with any 
map, this rotation number will be well-defined. 

Definition 5.4. Let f : 51 -t 51 be an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism with the lift F J then the rotation number 
of f is 
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See [KH] 11.1.1. 

Definition 5.5. A map 9 : N --+ N is a factor of f : M --+ M 
if there exists a surjective map h : M --+ N such that h 0 f == 
9 0 h. The map h is then called a semiconjugacy [KH]) 2.3.2. 
If h is a homeomorphism it is said to provide a conjugacy and 
f and 9 are said to be conjugate. 

Theorem 11. (Poincare Classification Theorem) Let f : 
51 --+ 51 be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism with 
irrational rotation number (). 

1.	 If f is transitive, then f is conjugate to Ro. 
2.	 If f is not transitive, then the map Ro is a factor of f with 

a non-invertible monotone map h : 51 --+ 51 providing the 
semiconjugacy [KH], 11.2.7. 

So in either case there is a surjective monotone map h with 
Ro 0 h == h 0 f. 
Lemma 5.6. If f : 51 --+ 51 is an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism with rotation number () E (~- Q) and if A 
is the af-orbit of x E Sf) then f).. ~ ((),l)z' 

Proof: By the above theorem we have a monotone map h : 
51 --+ 51 with Ro 0 h == h 0 f. We then have the map 

S (h) : Sf --+ S Re; [s, x ]f ~ [s, h (x )]R . 
e 

This map is well-defined since [s, x]f == [s', x']f implies that 
s' == s + n and x' == f-n (x) for some n E Z and: 

([s+n,j-n(x)]f) S~) [s+n,h(j-n(x))]R
o 

[s +n, (R(} )-n (h (x ))] R 
o 

[s,h(x)]R = S(h) ([s,X]f). o 
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We then have the commutative diagram: 

~XSf Sf 

(id,S(h)) 1 1 S (h) 
aRe 

----1' 

But we also have the map /-1Re : SRe ----1' T 2 with id X /-1Re 
equiv )

aRe ~ <1>(8,1 (see Lemma 5.3). And so 

id X (/1R(j 0 S (h)) : (}"f t ep(l1,l), 

and by Lemma 3.2 we have E).. => ((), l)z since this is the group 
of exponents for each orbit of <1>(8,1). D 

To get results on the other inclusion we first introduce some 
terminology. 

Definition 5.7. Given a sequence {~i} of points in 51, we 
define {Xi} C ~ to be a lift of {~i} if 7r (Xi) == ~i for all i E N. 

Definition 5.8. A sequence {ei} of points in 8 1 is said to 
converge to efrom below (or above) [denoted i (or 1)] if there 
is a lift of the sequence {~'i} to a sequence {Xi} C IR with 
{Xi} i (or 1) X in~, where 7r(x) ==~. We also use i (1) to 
indicate that this sort of convergence takes place. 

Definition 5.9. We define a stable orbit f == cPx : IR ----1' X of 
a flow cP to be amphiperiodic if the following implication holds: 
for some set of generators 9 of Ef 

[{7r (ati)} i or 1 for all a E Q] =} [{til is an f-sequence]. 

Notice that requiring {7r (ati)} i or 1 is stricter than requir
ing that {7r (ati)} converges, and so any almost periodic orbit 
is also amphiperiodic. 

Definition 5.10. If f is an amphiperiodic orbit, we define 
() E £1 to be regular if the following implication holds for some 
set of generators Q of £1 

([ {1r( ati)} i or 1 for all a E 9 - (())z] and [{ 1r(()f,i)} 
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converges]) =} ({ ti} is an f-sequence); 

otherwise, () is singular. 

It then follows that all exponents of an almost periodic orbit 
are regular. 

We now quote a standard result we shall need. 

Theorem 12. Let f : 51 ---t 51 be an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism with rotation number () E (IR - Q). Then 
there is a unique minimal set M f for the dynamical system 

Z X 51 ---t 51; (n, x) ~ fn (x) , 

which is either 51 or a perfect and nOlvhere dense subset (i. e., 
a Cantor set), see, e.g., [KH], 11.2.5. 

By the Poincare classification, M j is 51 wheI} f is transitive 
and a Cantor set otherwise. This Cantor set has as its com
plement a countable union of pairwise disjoint open intervals, 
each ,of which gets mapped by h to a single point. The end
points of these open intervals get mapped to the same point as 
the open interval by h~ while the remainder of M j is mapped 
one-to-one by h onto its image, see, e.g., [KH], p. 398. Then 

the set M f = {{7f (t, [O,m]f) It E ~ and m E Mf } is a min

imal set of the flow (J'j, see, e.g., [Schw]. Any aperiodic C1 

flow on T 2 is topologically equivalent to the suspension of an 
orientation-preserving circle diffeomorphism with irrational ro
tation number, see, e.g., [KH] 14.2.3,0.3 and 11.1.4, and so any 
minimal set occurring in an aperiodic C1 flow on T 2 that is a 
proper subset of T 2 is homeomorphic with sonle such M f . 

Theorem 13. If f : 51 ---t 51 is a non-transitive, orientation
preserving homeomorphism lvith rotation number () E (IR - Q) 
and if A is the orbit of a point x == [8, m]f EMf, then £A == 

((), 1) z and A is amphiperiodic and 1 is a regular exponent while 
() is a singular exponent. 

Proof: Suppose then that for a given sequence {ti} C IR we 
have that {7r (()ti)} i or ! and that {7r (ti)} converges. We shall 
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show that {ti} is a A-sequence. Since we know that {(), I} C EA, 

this will demonstrate that A is amphiperiodic. As before, we 
have the monotone map h :,51 

----t 51 with hoi == Reoh and idx 

IlR : aRe e~v <1>(9,1). Then with Il Re oS(h)(x) = (e,1I" (u)) E e 
T 2 and t translation by (-e, -7r (u)) and 9 defined to be the 

sc 

map to/1R oS(h), we have that idxg: O'j t <1>(8,1) since <1>(8,1)e 
is translation invariant and gOA (t) == (7r (et) , 7r (t)) E T 2

. 

Thus, our hypothesis on {til guarantees that li~g 0 A(ti) == 
't 

li~ (7r (eti) , 7r (ti)) exists and is equal to say (X, 7r ( 7)). Since 
't 

h is an onto monotone function, the set h-1 (e + X) is either 
(AI) a point or (A2) a closed interval. 

(AI): h-1 (e + X) == 7r (r). 
In this case we claim that {A(ti)} ----t [7 + u,7r(r)]f' Let 

Ue ~f {[R+7+u,1I"((r-c:,r+C:))]f ESf IRE (-c:,c:)}. 

Then {Ue Ie> O} forms a local base at [7 + U, 7r (r)]f' And for 
any given c > 0 the intervals 7r ((r - c, r)) and 7r ((r-, r + c)) are 
not mapped by h to single points, and so their image under the 
monotone map h contains an open interval. Thus, the image 

of Ue under g contains a neighborhood of g ([7 + U, 11" (r)]f) = 
(X, 7r ( 7 )) and so contains the tail of the sequence 
{(7r (eti) ,7r (ti)) }. Thlls, the tail of the sequence {A (t'i)} is 

contained in Ue ~f (gf1 (g (Ue )). While Ue properly contains 
Ue if one of the endpoints 7r (r - c) or 7r (r + c)~ in the closure 
of a complementary open interval, in this case Ue - Ue does not 
contain points of arbitrarily high index i from the set {,\ (ti)} 
since Ue - Ue gets mapped to a line segment (or two) in T 2 

which is (are) a positive distance from (X, 7r (7)), and so all but 
finitely many terms of the sequence {A (ti)} are contained in 
Ue • Notice that in this case we did not use the full strerlgth 
of the hypothesis that {7r ( et i )} i or 1 , we only needed that 
{7r (e~'i)} converges - a fact we use later. 

(A2): h-1 (e + X) == 7r ([/1, v]). 
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Suppose without loss of generality that {1r(Oti)} i X and 
that that h is monotone increasing, then we claim that 
{'\(ti)} ~ [7+U,1r(/1)]j. Since, for c > 0, h does not col
lapse the interval 1r ((/1 - c, /1]) to a point, h maps each such 
interval onto a set containing an open interval. For each c > 0 
define 

Ue = {[£ +T +U, 7l" ((JL - E, JL])]f E Sf 1£ E (-E, +E) } . 

Then 9 (Ue ) contains an open subset of the torus and (X, 7r (7)), 
and, since {1r (Oti)} ix, 9 (Ue ) contains the tail of the sequence 
{(7r(Oti),1r(ti))}. Then Ue contains a tail of the sequence 
since 9-1 (9 (Ue )) - Ue contains only finitely members of the se
quence {,\ (ti)} as above. Notice that if the tail of the sequence 
{(1r (Oti) ,1r (ti))} also contained points with X + 1r (Oti) " > 
"X, then the inverse image of such points would not be in 
Ue since these inverse images would be "on the other side" 
of the complementary disk. And since each neighborhood 
of [7+U,7r(/1)]j contains some Ue , we have that {'\(ti)} ~ 

[7 + U, 1r (/1)]j. In this case we made full use of our hypotheses. 
This shows then that ,\ is amphiperiodic. It only remains 

to show fA ~ (0, l)z, and the proof of this bears some resem
blance to the proof of a related fact for almost periodic orbits 
(see, e.g., [LZ], Chapter 2.2.3, p. 42-3). Let, ~ (O,l)z. We 
have two cases: (B1) {"I, O} is rationally independent and 
(B2) {"l,O} is rationally dependent. 

(BI): {" 1, O} is rationally independent. 

Let ((,1r (0)) E T 2 be a point for which (9)-1 (((, 7r (0))) is 
a single point, which will be the case whenever ( is the image 
under h (x) - ~ of a point x of the Cantor set M f which in 
not an endpoint. By Kronecker's Theorem we can construct 
a sequence {til of real numbers with {7r (ti)} ~ 7r (0) and 
{1r (Oti)} ~ ( and such that d1 (1r (ti,), 7r (0)) < ~ for odd i 
and d1 (7r (ti,) ,1r (~)) < t for even i. Then we have that: 

{(1r (Oti) , 1r (ti)) }i ~ ((, 7r (0)) . 
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By our choice of ((, 7l" (0)) and Case (AI), we have that {ti} is a 
A-sequence (we have that both {1r (Oti)} and {1r (ti)} converge 
and this is all we need in this case). Therefore" ~ £A since 
{1r (tt!)} does not converge. 

(B2): {"l,O} is rationally dependent. 

There are thus integers £1, £2 and £3 not all 0 such that £1 . 
1 + £2() + £3' == o. And since {I, O} is rationally independent, 
£3 cannot be o. Then we have a representation with the least 
positive q: 

p r . 
, == - + -(), for Integers p, q and r. 

q q 

Let a1 E 1r-1 (0) and a2 E 1r-1(() and let 

p r 
a3 == -a1 + -a2, 

q q 

where ((,1r (0)) is as in (BI). Then if for integers £1,£2 and £3 
we have that £1 . 1 + £2() + £3/ == 0, we also have 

-£1 + -p) + (£2- + -r) () == 0,( £3 q £3 q 

and so the rational independence of {I, O} yields that 

p £1 r £2 
- == - - and - == - -. 
q £3 q £3 

And so 

1r(£lal + £2 a 2 + £3 ( 3) 

= 7l" (flal + f2a2 + f 3 ( - ;~ al - ;: ( 2) ) = 7l"(0). 

Thus, the conditions of the strong version of Kronecker's 
Theorem (see, e.g., [LZ], Chapter 3.1, p. 37) are met and so 
we may find for any 8 > 0 a real number t satisfying: 

d1 (1r (t) , 1r ((1)) < 8, d1 (1r (()t) , 1r ((2)) < 8 
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Now let 
IIp r 

a3 == - + -a1 + -a2. 
q q q 

Then we have that 7r (a;) =I 7r (a3) since q cannot be 1; 
otherwise, / would be in ((),l)zo And if for integers £1,£2 and 
£3 we have that £1 . 1 +£2() +£3/ == 0, as before we have 

Again we have the conditions for the strong version of Kro
necker's Theorem and so we may find for any 8 > 0 a real 
number t satisfying: 

d1 (7r (t) , 7r (a1)) < 8, d1 (7r (Ot) , 7r (0:2)) < 8 

and d1 (7r (,i),7r (a;)) < 8. 

Thus, we may construct a sequence {ti} with {7r (ti)} ~ 7r (0:1) == 
7r (0) and {7r (eti)} ~ 7r (a2) == ( and such that , 

d1 (7l" (til) , 7l" ((Y3)) < ~ for odd i 
l 

and 

d1 (7l" (til) , 7l" ((Y~)) < ~ for even i. 
z 

Then 
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Then 

{(1r (Oti) , 1r (ti)) }i ~ ((, 1r (0)) 

and by our choice of ((,1r (0)) and Case (At), we have that 
{ti} is a A-sequence. Therefore" ~ ['). since {1r (ti,)} does not 
converge. 0 

Closer examination of the map 9 reveals that it is nothing 
other than h). , where h). is as in Theorem 4. The complement 
of M f in Sf consists of "blown up" trajectories of q>(l,O), see 
[KH], p. 398, each component of which is homeomorphic to 
an open disk. To see that the component of Sf - M f con

taining { [0, x]f E Sf I x E J }, where J is one of the countable 

pairwise disjoint intervals forming a component of Sl - Mf , is 
homeomorphic with D == IR x J, we construct the one-to-one 
map 8 : D ~ (Sf - M f ) ; 

(t, x) ~ [t, x]f 

(that 8 is one-to-one follows from the fact that (Jj has no peri
odic orbits). Brouwer's Theorem on the Invariance of Domain 
yields that 8 is an open map and thus a homeomorphism onto 
its image, see also [Fok], p. 47. To investigate fI1 (Mf) we ex
amine a portion of the long exact reduced singular homology 
sequence for the pair (Sf, Sf - Mf), see, e.g., [Br], p.184-5: 

H 1 (Sf - M f ) ~ H1 (Sf) ~ H 1(Sf,Sf - M f ) 

~ fIo (Sf - M f ) ~ fIo (Sf)· 

Since each component of Sf - Mf is homeomorphic to an open 
disk, H1 (Sf - M f ) == o. And so fIo (Sf - M f ) ~ EB7~11Z, 
where as above K represents the number of orbits blown up to 
form !, and so there is an exact sequence of groups 

o~ Z2 ~ H1 (Sf, Sf - Mf) ~ EB7~11Z ~o. 

By Poincare-Lefschetz Duality (see, e.g., [Br], VI, 8.4), we have 
an isomorphism fI1 (Mf) ~ H1 (Sf, Sf - M f ). Thus, for suf
ficiently large K, [M f ; Sl] ~ fI1 (M f ) has torsion-free rank 
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greater than two and so must properly contain the image of 
the exponent group l (£)..) , which has torsion-free rank two. 

Now we proceed to generalize exponent groups to self
homeomorphisms. 

Definition 5.11. Let h : X ~ X be a homeomorphism. 
Then for x E X we define the group £(x,h) to be the group 
£1 for the orbit f of the point [0, x]h in the suspension (J'h . 

Notice that £(y,h) is the same for all y in the h-orbit of x. 
And if M is a minimal set of h, all points of M have the 
same exponent group. By our calculation in Theorem 5, this 
exponent group generalizes the rotation number in some sense. 

Example 5.12. Let h : U ~ IR 2 be an elementary twist map
ping of a domain of U C R 2 as described in [AM] 8.3.5. 

Such a map occurs naturally as the return map to a cross 
section of a Hamiltonian flow restricted to a 3-dimensional en
ergy surface. While h itself may not be a self-homeomorphism 
of U, we may restrict h to the interior V of an invariant circle 
so that the restricted map h' will be a self-homeomorphism of 
V, see [AM] 8.3.6. For any invariant circle in V as described 
in part (i) of Moser's Theorem [AM] 8.3.6, we can calculate 
the rotation number or the exponent group. For some such h' 
there will also be minimal Cantor· sets on which (J'h' is equiv
alent to a linear flow <I>~ on a I-sonlenoid L:N' see [AM] pp. 
583-586. And so if, for example, L:N is the dyadic solenoid, 
the exponent group for, all points in the corresponding Cantor 
set of V will be the dyadic rationals. Of course, if h' actually is 
the return map of a flow 1;, this does not imply that the expo
nent group of the 4>-orbits of points in the homeomorphic copy 
of L:N will be the corresponding subgroup of the rationals: </J 

would be topologically equivalent to (J'h' but not necessarily 
equivalent. 

We end with a question. 
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Question: Is there a non-singular compact minimal set M 
for a flow whose exponent group is {O} for all time changes 
of the flow? 
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